
Three sizes of our patented secure-fit ear 
cushions are included. Choose the one that 
best fits into the inner fold of your ear.

Choose the best fit of the three provided 
buds. Attach it to the end of the ear buds.

Plug in the provided micro USB cable into the 
charging port under the protective rubber 
cover.

The multi-function button should turn red to 
indicate the product is charging. The light will 
turn off when the unit is fully charged. A full 
charge should take 1-2 hours.

To turn FRESHeBUDS PRO on, pull the 
magnetized earbuds apart. The earbuds 
should turn on within one second.

To turn it off, place them together again. The 
red indicator light will flash three times and 
turn off within three seconds.

Turn on FRESHeBUDS PRO by pulling the 
buds apart at their magnetic connection.

Hold the multifunction button down for one 
second to enter pairing mode. The indicator 
light should flash red and blue. 

Open the Bluetooth menu on your smart 
phone and find the Bluetooth device 
FRESHeBUDS PRO. Select it.

If the FRESHeBUDS PRO are having trouble 
connecting following the following steps:

1) Have your phone forget its FRESHeBUDS 
PRO connection.

2) With the FRESHeBUDS PRO on, hold down 
the up and down buttons until the 
multi-function button flashes purple.  This 
clears all previous connections. The device 
should then go into pairing mode.  

To either answer or end a call, press the 
multi-function button. 

To reject a call, hold the multifunction button 
for 1 second.

Double press the multi-function button to 
redial the last number.

Volume can be adjusted by holding down the 
up and down buttons until the volume is at 
the correct level. 

A quick press to those same buttons will skip 
or go back on the music playing.

Note: Some mobile phone will need to input a password. If 
so, enter 0000.

Whenever FRESHeBUDS PRO is turned on, it will 
automatically connect to that smartphone or Bluetooth 
device, provided the device has its Bluetooth enabled 
and is in range.

The device can be paired with a second phone by 
disabling the first phone’s Bluetooth function and 
repeating the steps above. Once turned on, the 
FRESHeBUDS PRO will connect with whichever device 
has the stronger signal. 
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DISPOSALSPECIFICATIONS

Red/Blue Flashing - Pairing mode, 
FRESHeBUDS PRO is ready to pair

Solid Blue - Connection successful

Flashing Blue - Standby mode

Double Red Flash - Low battery
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Charging Voltage - 5V via micro-USB
Working current - 15-20mA
Bluetooth working range - 30 feet
Frequency response - 20Hz - 20k Hz
Distortion Factor - <1%
Speaker power - 16Ω - 2 at 20mW 
Bluetooth profile - 4.1, A2DP
Bluetooth name - FRESHeBUDS PRO


